
                                                           Georgia O’Keefe Inspiration Project 

Supplies: 

Canvas board or pastel paper or sketchbook 

Various flesh toned pastels (I used Sennelier for canvas and Rembrandt for paper) 

Red and orange pastels for flowers and green for leaves/bud 

White pastel and signo pen, stabilo, charcoal pencil, as desired 

Various erasers, tissue, paper towels, damp brush if not using paper 

Process: 

1.  Thanks so much, Olga, for giving me this opportunity to share!  

2. I tend toward more realism in my work so I tried to think how to make my 

process less time consuming for a 30 minute portrait.  (a tall order for me, as I PUTZ!!!)  So, I 

decided to try using soft pastels as that might be much quicker than painting.  You can blend 

with your finger, a stump, or the corner of a tissue wrapped on your finger and you can 

soften/remove it with an eraser or damp brush, making it less stressful and faster.   

3.  I started by doing a sketch on tracing paper.  I often do this so I can erase and figure things out, 

 I can reuse my drawing if I want, if I get lost in a project- I can lay my tracing on top and  see   

how I got off track, and I can move my drawing around my substrate to decide on my  

composition.  Again, a backup so it’s less stressful.  As you see in the pictures, I used my drawing 

twice in the end.   

4. Transfer your drawing with as much detail as you need.   I thought using a toned background 

would save time as a middle value and perhaps add a glow to her skin.   I did the project twice 

for you-- the first time with Sennelier soft pastels on a gesso and Yellow ochre toned canvas 

board.  The second time on light yellow pastel paper with Rembrandt pastels, which I thought 

looked better on the paper.  It was easier to blend the pastels on the paper!  I thought the 

gessoed panel stayed a bit yellow as it did not cover as well.  A different look!  You can see how 

different pastels and substrates result in a different piece.   

5. To start, add in your lightest pastel colors and blend out as seen on the reference. Look at 

values.  Then your darks trying to work toward a middle value.  Continue blending and trying for 

more values.  Add the flowers and other details using pastel pencil for finer lines after a pastel 

base.  The beauty of mixed media is that you can use your white signo pen or paints and 

whatever else you want-- to add bright whites, add stabilo pencil or charcoal for loose marks, 

etc.   If you don’t like it, add more!!  (or wipe some off).  Your erasers are your friend as is a 

tissue.  The wet brush works on canvas, not the paper.  Spray fixative, if you like, to preserve 

your work, but you MUST follow safety information and you will likely need to redo bright 

whites.   

6. Take pictures often.   Walk away and look at it again later.   Call it good—or start over with your 

sketch if you are not happy and/or want to try again.  Painting would be the same, but might 

take longer depending on you and your style.   

7. Most of all--- HAVE fun!!!!!!!!   



     


